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Torrance, professor emeritus of Christian Dogmatics at the University of Edinburgh, sets forth a devotional theology of
the atoning work of Christ in: the mediation of revelation, the mediation of reconciliation, and the Holy Trinity.
This work addresses a pivotal and controversial area lying at the heart of T. F. Torrance's Christology. Namely, that
Jesus Christ assumed fallen and sinful humanity and, living out a sinless life from within our alienated state, healed our
human nature. This is a claim that is conceptually basic to Torrance's integration of incarnation and atonement, and thus
to his soteriology as a whole. It's pervasive nature and its significance within the overall structure of Torrance's thought is
thoroughly and sympathetically set forth. Christ's assumption of sinful flesh is seen to lie underneath a number of
disputed areas in Torrance's thought such as the role, or lack thereof, of human responsibility, and the question of
universalism. This work not only illuminates, but rigorously examines the claim that "the unassumed is the unhealed."
The immense suffering in the modern world, especially in the light of the Holocaust, has had a profound impact on the
contemporary understanding of God and his relationship to human suffering. There has been a growing acceptance that
God himself suffers in solidarity and love with those who suffer. Weinandy’s comprehensive presentation resolutely
challenges this view of God and suffering, arguing from scripture and from the philosophical and theological tradition of
the Fathers and Aquinas. He maintains that a God who is impassible is more loving and compassionate than a suffering
God. He also argues that it is the Son of God’s experience of suffering as a man that is truly redemptive and life-giving.
T. F. Torrance is widely regarded as the most significant British academic theologian of the twentieth century. He is
especially noted for his ground-breaking contribution to the study of the relationship of Christian theology and the natural
sciences. He is unquestionably one of the most prolific of theological writers and is the most senior member of the
nearest thing to a 'theological dynasty' that Great Britain has ever produced. Here, Alister McGrath, himself one of this
country's leading theologians, traces the development of Torrance's theological thought and provides a comprehensive
account of his life and career. Particular attention is paid to the important role played by Torrance in the English-language
reception of the theology of Karl Barth, and to his pioneering engagement with the relation between theology and
science. While making extensive reference to Torrance's published works, McGrath also draws on important unpublished
writings and private papers. The book contains many unpublished photograhs, together with a complete bibliography of
Torrance's works.
Torrance's vision of Theosis (deification/divinisation) is explored through his doctrine of creation and anthropology, his
characterisation of the incarnation, his accounts of reconciliation and union with Christ, and his theology of church and
sacraments. Myk Habets' study distinguishes Torrance's Reformed vision of theosis from other possible accounts of
salvation as divinisation as they are found, for instance, within patristic thought and Eastern Orthodoxy. This book
presents the first critique of the theology of T.F.Torrance to focus on theosis, and examines a model of theosis within the
realm of reformed theology built upon Western theology.
The futures seems to be full of promise and excitement. Certainly at no time for nearly a millenium and a half has the
opportunity for genuine theology been greater, since the ground has been cleared in the remarkable way of the old
dualist and atomistic modes of thought that have plagued theology for centuries. It is, therefore, up to us as theologians
to develop theology on its own proper ground in this scientific context, if only because this is the kind of life and culture,
and the kind of theology that can support the message of the Gospel to mankind, as, in touch with the advances of
natural science, theology comes closer and closer to a real understanding of the creation as it came from the hand of
God.
A major study of the theology of Karl Barth.
The sequel to Space, Time and Incarnation. Professor Torrance attempts to set out the biblical approach to the
Resurrection in terms of the intrinsic significance of the resurrected one, Jesus; and demonstrates that the Resurrection
is entirely consistent with who Jesus was and what he did. The Resurrection is thus taken realistically, and treated as of
the same nature, in the integration of physical and spiritual existence, as the death of Christ. All this is elucidated in the
context of modern scientific thought, in such a way as to show that far from being frightened by modern science into a
compromise of the NT message of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ in body, it actually allows us to take its full measure.
By publishing these essays together for the first time, this collection widens access to a number of T. F. Torrance’s illuminating studies on
the history of biblical hermeneutics. Moreover, by detailing Torrance’s extensive engagement with primary sources, which generally appear
only in summary form across his writings, this collection reveals to readers how Torrance’s own theological hermeneutics were forged
through deep fellowship with the communion of the saints.
This book examines the implications of the Judaeo-Christian claim for our understanding of the universe that it is contingent: freely created by
God out of nothing, and having an existence, freedom, and rtional order of its own while still dependent on him. Professor Torrance argues
that this claim made possible the development of western empirical science, but that Newtonian physics obscured the connection between
the rational order of nature and the Christian doctrine of creation. He shows how modern relativity and quantum theories have once againd
rawn attention to the significance of contingence, and imply that the universe is found to be consistently rational only if it is dependent on a
creative rationality beyond it. He considers finally the disorderly elements in the universe, both physical and moral, and argues that the
doctrine of incarnation as well as of creation is necessary to deal with the intellectual problems which they raise.
With this book, Thomas Torrance purposes to gather together in a single volume all Catechisms officially authorized and employed by the
Church of Scotland since the Reformation, so that they may be conveniently studied together.
The T&T Clark Companion to Atonement establishes a vision for the doctrine of the atonement as a unified yet extraordinarily rich event
calling for the church's full appropriation. Most edited volumes on this doctrine focus on one aspect of the work of Christ (for example, Girard,
Feminist thought, Penal Substitution or divine violence). The Companion is unique in that every essay seeks to both appropriate and
stimulate the church's understanding of the manifold nature of Christ's death and resurrection. The essays are divided into four main sections:
1) dogmatic location, 2) chapters on the Old and New Testaments, 3) major theologians and 4) contemporary developments. The first set of
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essays explore the inter-relationship between the atonement and other Christian doctrines (for example Trinity, Christology and
Pneumatology), opening up yet further avenues of inquiry. Essays on key theologians eschew reductionism, striving to bring out the nuances
and breadth of the contribution. The same is true of the biblical essays. The final section explores more recent developments within the
doctrine (for example the work of Rene Girard, and the ongoing reflection on "Holy Saturday"). The book is comprised of 18 major essays,
and an A-Z section containing shorter dictionary-length entries on a much broader range of topics. The result is a combination of in-depth
analysis and breadth of scope, making this a benchmark work for further studies in the doctrine.
The Oxford Handbooks series is a major new initiative in academic publishing. Each volume offers an authoritative and up-to-date survey of
original research in a particular subject area. Specially commissioned essays from leading figures in the discipline give critical examinations
of the progress and direction of debates. Biblical studies is a highly technical and diverse field. Study of the Bible demands expertise in fields
ranging from Archaeology, Egyptology, Assyriology, and Linguistics through textual, historical, and sociological studies to Literary Theory,
Feminism, Philosophy, and Theology, to name only some. This authoritative and compelling guide to the discipline will, therefore, be an
invaluable reference work for all students and academics who want to explore more fully essential topics in Biblical studies.
The late Thomas F. Torrance has been called "the greatest Reformed theologian since Karl Barth" and "the greatest British theologian of the
twentieth century" by prominent voices in the academy. His work has profoundly shaped contemporary theology in the English-speaking
world. This first of two volumes comprises Thomas Torrance's lectures delivered to students in Christian Dogmatics on Christology at New
College, Edinburgh, from 1952 to 1978 and amounts to the most comprehensive presentation of Torrance's understanding of the incarnation
ever published. In eight chapters these expertly edited lectures highlight Torrance's distinctive belief that the object of our theological
study—Jesus Christ—actively gives himself to us in order that we may know him. They also unpack Torrance's well-developed understanding
of our union with Christ and how it impacts the Christian life, as well as his reflections on the in-breaking of Christ's kingdom and its intense
conflict with and victory over evil. Decidedly readable and filled with some of Torrence's most influential thought, this will be an important
volume for scholars, professors and students of Christian theology for decades to come.
Thomas F. Torrance is regarded as one of the foremost Reformed theologians of the second half of the twentieth century. He taught for thirty
years at New College, University of Edinburgh, Scotland, until his retirement in 1979. He has written extensively, contributing more than
twenty major works of theology and hundreds of articles in a variety of languages. In this book Elmer Coyler provides access to Torrance's
voluminous writings. Demonstrating the profoundly trinitarian and evangelical spirit of Torrance's theology, Coyler also captures his concern
to formulate a renewed theological method in the tradition of Athanasius. Coyler helps us see how, in Torrance's view and practice, a truly
scientific approach must be godly in order to be accurate and faithful.
Decidedly readable and filled with some of Torrence's most influential thought, this will be an important volume for scholars, professors and
students of Christian theology for decades to come.

In a culture increasingly secular in its pursuits and indifferent to the voice of the church, how may we ignite the fire for
ministry that will bring the gospel to the world? How can weary pastors be sustained amidst a climate of doubt and
resistance? For more than half a century, three remarkable brothers have offered a vision that has inspired thousands in
churches and seminaries. Today, their message remains fresh and relevant as we enter a new millennium. And for one
reason: The Brothers Torrance share a passion for Christ--the Christ of the Scriptures, the Christ of the historic Nicene
faith. These essays distill the essence of their thought, and shine with the clarity of their shared vision. A Passion for
Christ is a light of encouragement for ministers and lay people elsewhere.
This Handbook explores Thomas F. Torrance's importance in modern theology, with each contribution bringing
Torrance's deep and nuanced insights to a broad range of contemporary theological concerns. The contributors to this
volume present cutting-edge Torrance scholarship for a new generation, which will enable readers to see the timely
significance of Torrance for today. Comprising both contexts and dogmatics, these essays not only introduce key themes
in Torrance's extensive published writings – including his work on Ecumenism, Incarnation, the Trinity, Science and
Theology as well as Atonement, Ecclesiology and Eschatology - but also provide fresh interpretations fully conversant
with theological problems facing the church in the world today. Designed as both a guide for students and a reference
point for scholars, this handbook thoroughly explores the frameworks of key debates related to Torrance's theology, while
also suggesting fresh interpretative strategies concerning his thought.
It’s at the heart of the Christian faith. It’s the central fact of human history. It’s the defining reality of all existence. In The
Incarnation of God, theology professors John Clark and Marcus Johnson explore the doctrine of the incarnation of
Christ—an unquestionably foundational yet oddly neglected topic in contemporary evangelical theology—examining its
implications for the church’s knowledge and worship of God, appreciation for salvation, approach to the Christian life,
and understanding of human sexuality. Grounded in Scripture and informed by church history, this book will lead readers
to reexamine afresh the greatest mystery of the universe: our Lord’s assumption of human flesh.
By publishing these essays together for the first time, this collection widens access to a number of T. F. Torrance's
illuminating studies on the history of biblical hermeneutics. Moreover, by detailing Torrance's extensive engagement with
primary sources, which generally appear only in summary form across his writings, this collection reveals to readers how
Torrance's own theological hermeneutics were forged through deep fellowship with the communion of the saints.
Written by one of the twentieth-century's foremost modern Trinitarian theologians The Christian Doctrine of God remains
a classic ground work for scholars and students alike. In the book Thomas F. Torrance offers a detailed study of the most
profound article of the Christian faith - the Holy Trinity. Torrance adopts a holistic approach when examining the interrelatedness of the three persons - Father, son, and Holy Spirit - and their dynamic Communion with the Being and Nature
of God. Combining immense academic range with his characteristically fresh theological perspectives, Torrance builds a
significant theological bridge between ancient and modern, as well as between the Roman and Protestant theology; he
engages deeply with the Church Fathers and discusses the ontological nature of God. Here Torrance conveys a simple
message - the doctrine of the Trinity is the doctrine of God. This Cornerstones edition includes a new introduction written
by Professor Paul D. Molnar, in which Molnar sets Torrance's classic work in its modern context and considers how it
continues to influence the way we think about the Trinity today.
The classic study, which establishes a sound theological base for the future of philosophical science.
This book provides an important study of the theology of Thomas F. Torrance, who is generally considered to have been
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one of the most significant theologians writing in English during the twentieth century, with a view toward showing how
his theological method and all his major doctrinal views were shaped by his understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity.
Torrance pursued a theology that was realist because he attempted to think in accordance with the unique nature of the
object that is known. In holding to such a methodology, he drew an analogy between theology and natural science.This
book demonstrates how, for Torrance, God relates with humanity within time and space so that creation finds its meaning
in relation to God and not in itself; this enabled him to avoid many theological pitfalls such as agnosticism, subjectivism
and dualism while explaining the positive implications of various Christian doctrines in a penetrating and compelling
manner. This book offers an important resource for students of theology and for scholars who are interested in seeing
how serious dogmatic theology shapes and should shape our understanding of the Christian life.
In this sequel to Space, Time and Incarnation, Thomas F. Torrance sets out the biblical approach to the Resurrection in
terms of the intrinsic significance of the resurrected one, Jesus; and demonstrates that the Resurrection is entirely
consistent with who Jesus was and what he did. The Resurrection is thus taken realistically, and treated as of the same
nature, in the integration of physical and spiritual existence, as the death of Christ. All this is elucidated in the context of
modern scientific thought, in such a way as to show that far from being frightened by modern science into a compromise
of the New Testament's message of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ in body, it actually allows us to take its full measure.
This classic volume from one of the premier English speaking theologian of the 20th century remains an important
contribution to the field of systematic theology. For this Cornerstones edition, the preface is written by Paul D. Molnar.
When the Nicene Creed affirms that the eternal Son of God 'for us and for our salvation came down from heaven', it
asserts that God Himself is actively present within the space and time of our world. The philosophical problems that this
involves are bound up with Christian theology, and form the subject of this book. Professor Torrance begins with a
critique of modern Protestant thinking, and proceeds to examine the place of spatial and temporal elements in basic
theological concepts. He then offers a positive account of the relation of the incarnation to space and time. While related
to the work of the great theologians of the past, this study is also supremely relevant to theological thinking in this age of
science.
What is the connection between Christian doctrine and concrete social action? This question marks the often
unarticulated divide between systematic theology and liberation theology, each often emphasizing one primarily or
formally over the other. Examining the work of Karl Barth, T. F. Torrance, and Jon Sobrino, here Nathan Hieb contests
this bifurcation, specifically around the nodal points of the crucifixion, or the doctrine of atonement, and the context of
suffering. This book is an innovative study that bridges the boundaries of method, doctrine, and praxis, creating a strong
theological and action-oriented relationship between systematic and liberation theology.
IncarnationThe Person and Life of ChristInterVarsity Press
This companion volume to T. F. Torrance's Incarnation: The Person and Life of Christ presents the material on the work
of Christ, centered in the atonement, given originally in his lectures delivered to his students in Christian Dogmatics on
Christology at New College, Edinburgh, from 1952-1978. Like the first volume, the original lecture material has been
expertly edited by Robert Walker, complete with cross-reference to Torrance's other works. Readers will find this the
most readable work of Torrance and, together with Incarnation, the closest to a systematic theology we have from this
eminent theologian.
In this volume, Jason Radcliff examines T. F. Torrance's reading of the church fathers. Radcliff explores how Torrance
reconstructs the patristic tradition, producing a Reformed, evangelical, and ecumenical version of the Consensus Patrum
(Consensus of the Fathers). This book investigates how Torrance uniquely understands the Fathers and the Reformers
to be mutually informing and how, as such, his approach involves significant changes to both standard readings of the
Fathers and Torrance's own Reformed evangelical tradition. Torrance's approach is distinctive in its Christocentric
rootedness in the primary theme of the Nicene homoousion (of one essence [with the Father]) and its champion
Athanasius of Alexandria. The book explores Torrance's inherently broad ecclesiology and constructive achievements,
both of which contribute to his ongoing ecumenical relevance.
Dealing with the issue of church unity and the ecumenical movement, Professor Torrance reminds Christians in a
collection of essays that any theology which is faithful to the gospel must be a theology of reconciliation.
The second book in Stephen D. Morrison's Plain English Series, "T. F. Torrance in Plain English" offers a clear and
concise overview of Torrance's scientific and evangelical theology. An introduction to his complex thought, this book
examines nine major ideas selected from Torrance's many volumes and essays. This is a helpful study of a prominent
theologian, thoughtfully written and carefully explained for both beginners and experts alike.Arguably one of the most
influential English-speaking theologians of the 20th century, T. F. Torrance is a brilliant thinker every Christian should be
familiar with. Morrison writes with passion and clarity, offering a wide and deep introduction to Torrance's immense
theological contributions. The subjects of this book include Torrance's scientific theology, his epistemological axiom (kata
physin), his reformulated natural theology, the oneness in being and act of the Father and the Son (Homoousion), the
Trinity as the "ground and grammar" of theology, the twofold agency (mediation) of Christ, the vicarious humanity of
Christ, threefold atonement, and union and participation as the capstone of Torrance's thought.
Thomas F. Torrance is considered by many to be the most outstanding living Reformed theologian in the Anglo-Saxon
world. In The Promise of Trinitarian Theology, Elmer M. Colyer presents a collection of essays critiquing Torrance's work.
It explores his place in Reformed theology and his relation to the Greek fathers. Both everyday life and scientific
understanding are discussed in the essays within. The Promise of Trinitarian Theology is a hopeful step engaging the
works of T. F. Torrance and the theology behind his words.
This book provides an important study of the theology of Thomas F. Torrance, who is generally considered to have been one of
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the most significant theologians writing in English during the twentieth century, with a view toward showing how his theological
method and all his major doctrinal views were shaped by his understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity. Torrance pursued a
theology that was realist because he attempted to think in accordance with the unique nature of the object that is known. In holding
to such a methodology, he drew an analogy between theology and natural science. This book demonstrates how, for Torrance,
God relates with humanity within time and space so that creation finds its meaning in relation to God and not in itself; this enabled
him to avoid many theological pitfalls such as agnosticism, subjectivism and dualism while explaining the positive implications of
various Christian doctrines in a penetrating and compelling manner. This book offers an important resource for students of
theology and for scholars who are interested in seeing how serious dogmatic theology shapes and should shape our
understanding of the Christian life.
This first of two volumes comprises Thomas F. Torrance's lectures delivered to students in Christian Dogmatics on Christology at
New College, Edinburgh, from 1952 to 1978. In eight chapters these expertly edited lectures focus on the meaning and
significance of the incarnation and the person of Christ.
Cutting across the divide between East and West and between Catholic and Evangelical, Thomas F. Torrance illuminates our
understanding of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Torrance combines here the Gospel and a theology shaped by Karl Barth and the
Church Fathers, and offers his readers a unique synthesis of the Nicene Creed. This volume remains a tremendously helpful
resource on the doctrine of the Trinity and the Nicene Creed. The new introduction for this Cornerstones edition is written by Myk
Habets, the leading Thomas F. Torrance scholar today.
A collection of fifteen essays addressing the basic intellectual challenges to the contemporary Christian church. Professor
Torrance deals with such topics as the centrality of Christology in scientific dogmatics, the Reformed and Roman Catholic
doctrines of grace, theological education, the relation of theological statements to scientific methodology, the contemporary
significance of some past theological giants, and the nature and significance of the Holy Spirit and of the church.
Thomas F. Torrance is the most prominent theologian to have taken seriously the challenge posed to theology by the natural
sciences. His model for interaction between the two disciplines is based on the theological heart of the Church: the Incarnation.
Luoma here offers a thorough overview and critique of Torrance's insights into the theology-science dialogue.
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